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CLICK HERE TO GET YOUR FREE VALORANT POINTS

Uproar has consistently inclined towards an allowed to play model and their new strategic shooter, Valorant, is the same. 

There are two in-game monetary standards in Valorant - Valorant Points (VP) and Radianite Points (RP) - the previous is utilized to buy skins, beautifiers, Agent agreements and Battle Passes, while the
last is a unique money with a sole reason: to redesign explicit weapon skins, giving them an upgraded their visual style. 

VP must be gotten by buying them, while RP can be bought with VP, or acquired all through the Battle Pass. 

What amount do Valorant Points cost? 

(Note: The costs referenced underneath are in British Pounds, however the costs and VP points are practically 1=1 with regards to US$.) 

They unquestionably are not modest, in the UK the least buy point is £4.99 which gets you 525 VP which is simply over a large portion of the expense of the Episode 1: Ignition Battle Pass or simply
under portion of this, as a matter of fact exceptionally pleasant, Galleria Guardian skin which costs 875 VP. 

Presently Riot offers a modest quantity of VP as a little something extra when you buy more, so for example, in the event that you burn through £9.99 on 1100 VP, you get 50 VP points for nothing. 

On the off chance that you burn through £99.99 on the most noteworthy buy point which is 12000 VP points, Riot will send a further 1500 VP points your direction. 

It ought to be referenced that for any individual who is buying VP points interestingly, ought to consistently go for at any rate the £9.99/1100 alternative, as there is no weapon skin or fight pass that you
could as of now buy with 525 VP. 

What would i be able to utilize Radianite Points for? 

Radianite points are utilized to "redesign" certain weapon skins in the game, these overhauls will give you one of a kind reload activitys and at the most significant level demise livelinesss, that are
initiated when you take a rival out with a headshot. 

In the video in the Tweet underneath you can a completely updated Guardian from the Sovereign skin group.
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